Rep. Peggy Scott moved to amend H. F. No. 2400 to require that instructors of the Comprehensive Sexual Health Education mandate must be licensed teachers. This amendment would not allow special interest groups from coming into the classroom to teach, such as Planned Parenthood and gender activist groups.

The roll call vote was 57 yeas and 75 nays as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Albright          Swedzinski          Loeffler
Anderson          Theis              Long
Backer            Torkelson          Mahoney
Bahr              Urdahl             Mann
Baker             Vogel              Mariani
Bennett           West               Marquart
Boe               Zerwas             Masin
Daniels           Daudt             Those who voted in the negative
Davids            Davids             Moran
Demuth
Dettmer
Drazkowski        Erickson           Nornes
Fabian            Dettmer            O'Driscoll
Franson           Fabian             O'Neill
Garofalo          Acomb              Petersburg
Green             Bahner             Pierson
Grossell          Becker-Finn        Poston
Gruenhagen        Bernardy           Quam
Gunther
Haley             Brand              Runbeck
Hamilton
Heinrich
Heintzeman        Dehn              Schomacker
Hertaus           Ecklund            Schomacker
Johnson
Jurgens
Koznick
Kresha            Koznick
Layman
Lucero
Lueck
Mekeland
Miller
Munson
Nash
Nelson, N.
Neu
Nornes
O'Driscoll
O'Neill
Petersburg
Pierson
Poston
Quam
Robbins
Runbeck
Schomacker
Scott

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted.